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OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH THE LBL ECR SOURCE* 

C.M. LYNEIS 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

The overall performance of the LBL ECR source in providing beam for the 8 8-Inch 
Cyclotron has been excellent. However, during the past two years there have been 
some fluctuations in the peak performance, particularly for the highest charge states. 
Among the factors which influence the peak performance are coatings from solid feeds 
or gases such as SiH4 or CO2, changes in first stage output, and variation in 
outgassing rates on the wall. Modifications made to the source have also affected its 
performance. In the plasma chamber the screens between the sextupole bars were 
removed to lower its Q0.  When the 9.2 GHz klystron used to power the first stage 
failed, it was replaced by a 10.3 GHz klystron. Tests were also made using 6.4 GHz 
to drive both first and second stages. The source performance in these various 
configuration will be reviewed. 

Introduction 
The LBL ECR began test operation in January 1984 and regular operation with the 

88-Inch Cyclotron in January 1985. During a normal operating year 80% of the 
approximately 5000 hours of cyclotron operation use the ECR source. Light-ion operation 
with the internal filament source and the polarized ion source make up the remainder of the 
time. The ECR source is the only heavy-ion source available for the cyclotron, since the 
heavy-ion PIG sources were decommissioned shortly after ECR source operation began. 
The extensive use of the ECR source makes its reliable operation essential. Additional 
requirements include stable operation, flexibility, simplicity in tuning, and reproducibility. 
In the first part of this paper, I will discuss how well the source has met these requirements 
and describe some of the modifications and improvements which have been made in the 
transition from a test device to a day to day operating device. In the second part of the 
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paper, I will discuss some things which we have learned about technical issues related to 
ECR source performance including coupling of microwaves to the plasma and how 
coatings on the wall affects on the charge state distribution. 



Operations 
The LBL ECR, shown schematically in Fig. 1 has now operated for approximately 

18,000 hours. The source parameters for the the LBL ECR are summarized in Table 1. 
Overall, the reliability has been extremely good, and the loss of beam time due to source 
problems has been minimal. Many of the problems have been minor ones such as leaks in 
gate valves and malfunctions in the gas metering valves. The vacuum system on the 
injection line consists of a combination of turbomolecular pumps and cryopumps. 
Generally a failure of one of these devices can be tolerated during a run and it can be 
repaired or replace during the regular Monday maintenance period. The occasional loss of 
a solenoid power supply on the ECR is quickly remedied by having redundant supplies. 

The most serious breakdown occurred in June 1987, when the 9.2 GHz 1 kW 
klystron used to power the first stage failed. The klystron model VA-922B was built in 
1967 for the US Army. At the time of its failure (cathode short to ground) it had at least 
20,000 hours of operation. Fortunately, no time was lost on the cyclotron since the beam 
intensities required by the scheduled experiments the following week could be met by 
operating the source as a single stage device and the remaining operating time until the 
summer shutdown was scheduled for polarized ions. Since the tube is no longer 
manufactured, we tried two solutions: first using 6.4 GHz to drive the first stage and 
second operating the first stage with a 10.3 GHz klystron.' To power both stages at 6.4 
GHz, we initially used a power splitter to divide the power from a single 3 kW klystron. 
Although the source could be operated this way, there was a strong interaction between the 
stages because reflected power from one stage coupled power into the other through the 
power splitter. The interaction problem could have been avoided if high power microwave 
isolators had been available. More stable operation was achieved using separate 6.4 GHz 
klystrons to drive each stage. Still the performance was not as good as the performance of 
the old combination of 9.2 GHz and 6.4 GHz. After operating both stages at 6.4 GHz for 
a few weeks, the 10.3 GHz klystron was installed. After some modifications to the RF 
coupling in the first stage and the addition of iron to increase the axial magnetic field, the 
source performance came back to the level achieved previously with 9.2 GHz in the first 
stage. The reduced performance at 6.4 GHz in both stages may have been a result of the 
lower frequency, or simply that the new system was not fully optimized in the short time 
available. 

The source performance for a wide range of elements is summarized in Tables 2 
and 3. These currents represent the 9typical best" results from the source, but except for 
the very highest charge states, the currents attained during regular operation are usually at 
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least 80% of these values. Special tuning is required to achieve the currents listed for 
beams such as 08+  and Ar14+.  The heaviest element tested was 20913i, which is mono-
isotopic and has a vapor pressure dependence on temperature similar to Ca. This makes it 
an ideal element for use with the LBL ECR oven. 2  The highest charge state identified was 
209Bi34  which had an intensity of 50 enA. 

Two improvements to the ECR source and the injection beam line have been made 
which make regular operation easier and more reliable. The gas manifold system has 
evolved from a two metering valve system feeding the first stage into a much more flexible 
system which is shown schematically in Fig. 2. With this system gas can be injected into 
either the first or second stage using any one of 4 leak valves. The manual three way 
valves in the local gas panel provide switching of source gases between first and second 
stage and a hard shut off for leak valves not in use. The Swagelock quick connectors allow 
easy switching of source gas to the desired leak valve. Three of the leak valves are Porter 
Instruments diaphragm valves and one is a double needle valve system, which is used for 
corrosive gases and regulation of very low flows required when feeding gas into the 
second stage of the ECR source. 

A beam attenuator system was built and installed in front of the 90 0  analyzing 

magnet on the injection beam line. 3 '4  It is a device for inserting attenuating meshes in the 
beam to reduce the intensity uniformly across the beam cross section. It consists of a set of 
six meshes of different transmission which can be independently inserted by remote 
controlled air cylinder drives. The attenuation factors are approximately 2, 4, 11, 150, 
400, and 800 so that the beam can be reduced by factors of 1/2 down to 1 part in 4 10 9 . 
This device is extremely useful for groups studying single event upsets in computer chips 5 , 
where the experimenters frequently need rapid changes in the beam intensity from the 
cyclotron. It is also used to reduce the beam intensity during the tuning of the external 
beam transport system to avoid damage to phosphors. This is particularly useful for doing 
optics on high intensity (several .tA) beams. Before the attenuator was installed the beam 
intensity was controlled by detuning the injection beam line, but this method required much 
more time and occasionally lead to operator errors. 

Technical Issues 
Several tests involving modification of the LBL ECR were done during the last year 

even though the operating requirements placed on it by the nuclear physics program with 
the cyclotron and various atomic physics experiments limited the opportunities for source 
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experimentation. 



One question which has been examined is what effect does the geometry of the 
plasma chamber and the location of the RF feed have on the coupling of microwave power 
to the plasma. Experiments with the LBL ECR 6  and later with the RT-ECR 7  and 
OCTOPUS 8  indicated that injecting the second stage microwave power in radially yielded 
less stable operation than feeding it in on axis or at least parallel to the axis. Early in the 
development of the LBL ECR, when the microwave power was still injected radially, the 
open sextupole was covered with a copper mesh to confine the microwaves to the plasma 
region. This basic design was continued as the source evolved from the small sextupole, to 
the octupole, to axial microwave feed and finally to the large sextupole. As a result of a 
decrease in high charge state performance on the LBL ECR in the fall of 1986 (O current 
dropped from 14 epA to 6 epA), a series of changes were made to the sextupole screens in 
an attempt to improve performance. First the copper wire screens shown in Fig. 3 were 
replaced with screens made from perforated copper sheets. These were much more rigid 
and made better contact with the copper sleeves of the sextupole structure. The idea was 
that this would make a better more stable microwave cavity. After a few weeks of 
operation, it was clear that the performance was not significantly altered by the change. 
The source was still difficult to tune and the high charge state performance was still down. 
Then we removed the screens entirely and found that the source performance was largely 
unaffected. The only noticeable change was that about 50% more microwave power was 
needed. 

An increase in the plasma chamber diameter from a minimum diameter of 7.8 cm to 
9 cm, that was done initially to accommodate an octupole rather than a sextupole did make a 
significant improvement in source performance as has been reported earlier. 9  A large 
sextupole with a diameter of 9 cm was tested and found to perform as well as the octupole. 
This demonstrated that the improvement was due to the change in diameter. This modest 
change in diameter resulted in a factor of 2 higher currents for intermediate charge states 
such as Ar8+  and an order of magnitude for high charge states such as Ar12+.  These gains 
were probably due to improved coupling of the 6.4 GHz microwave power to the plasma. 
In Table 4, the circular waveguide modes are given as a function of the minimum diameter 
to wavelength (D/A) for which they can propagate in vacuum. The small sextupole DA is 

1.66 (7 propagating modes) and for the large sextupole it is 1.92 (10 propagating modes). 
These geometries are in the transition between a few modes in the waveguide to a highly 
overmoded waveguide. Increasing D/X to larger values ( ~t4) as was done on 
and RT-ECR 11  does not appear to have resulted in a further improvement to the charge 
state distribution, although it made source tuning broader and less sensitive to changes in 
the magnetic field. 12 



So while increasing the diameter of the plasma chamber in the LBL ECR improved 
its performance, eliminating the screens between the bars had very little effect. This 
indicates that the location of the cavity walls determines which waveguide modes can be 
excited, but the Q of the cavity is dominated by the adsorption of microwaves by the 
plasma. 

The high charge state performance of the LBL ECR particularly for ions such as 
07+ and 08+ is strongly influenced by coatings or the lack of coatings on the surface of the 
plasma chamber walls. In particular, a significant enhancement in the performance was 
observed after the source is used to produce Si beams. The Si beams were produced by 
injecting Sill4 into the plasma chamber while running an oxygen plasma in the first stage. 
This combination (SiH4, 02,  and a microwave plasma) is used in the semiconductor 
industry to make plasma depositions of Si02. Measurements on an ECR plasma deposition 
apparatus show a deposition rate of about 40 nm/min at a pressure of 2x10 4  Torr.9  The 
LBL ECR plasma chamber operates at a pressure of about 6x10 7  Ton when producing Si 
beams. If the deposition rate is proportional to pressure, this implies a deposition rate of 
about 0.1 nnVmin. A typical 50 hour long run would deposit a 300 nm layer of Si02. To 
date, the evidence indicating this type of coating is takes place comes from two 
observations. First, there is a significant change in the source tuning characteristics and 
performance after running Si beams. Second, the presence of copper in the charge state 
distribution is reduced by at least 2 orders of magnitude following a Si run. 

The improvement in source performance after running Si is most noticeable when 
tuning high charge state oxygen beams (0 or 08+).  For example in July 1987 after 16 
months without running Si, the best 	current was 6 eILA.  At the end of July, Si was 

run for 7 days after which the 	current had increased to 12 epA. The optimum tuning 
parameters also changed dramatically as a result of the Si. Before running Si, the best 0' 
performance required adding a significant amount of He mixing gas into the second stage. 
After running Si, adding helium no longer increased the current and the best performance 
was achieved using only oxygen. Other changes included improved short and long term 
stability, reduced reflected power, and the possibility of operating at lower pressure 
(3x10-7  Ton vs 8x10 7  Ton) and higher power. This "silicon effect" has been observed on 
at least 3 occasions since regular operation began. Although the effect of running Si in the 
source after a long period of operation without Si is dramatic, the slow decay of 
performance afterwards is less obvious. The lifetime of the coating under our normal 
operating conditions (about 120 hours/wk) appears to be on the order of 3 to 6 months. 
After a Si run in March 1986, the source performance remained excellent until in September 
when it began to be more difficult to get peak performance. Although the intensities 
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remained adequate for the nuclear physics program, the source tuning became more 
difficult and frequently required adding helium as a mixing gas. This behavior continued 
until Si was run in the source during the normal course of cyclotron operation. After 
reviewing the records of charge state distributions and source parameters , it is clear that a 
similar pattern occurred over a 5 month period in 1985. 

Now that the "silicon effect" has been observed, the question is what is the 
mechanism which causes it. The model proposed here is that the Si02 layer leads to an 
enhanced source of cold electrons, which help stabilize the plasma against 
microinstabilities. In Table 5, the maximum secondary emission coefficient 8 max  are listed 
for a number of common metal and oxides 13  including Si02, Cu, and C1102. The 

maximum secondary emission coefficient for Si02 is 2 to 4. That is considerably higher 
than Cu or Cu02 which should be present when the source is clean. In this model we 
assume that the limit to lowering the neutral pressure and raising the microwave power for 
the production of high charge state ions is set by microinstabilities in the plasma. The 
presence of microinstabilities couples power into the ions decreasing their confinement 
time. Increasing the supply of cold electrons by enhancing the secondary emission at the 
wall should help stabilize it since microinstabilities are caused by irregularities in the 
electron temperature distribution. 14  This model is consistent with the observation that the 
LBL ECR is usually less stable just after running C, Fe, and Nb which have relatively low 
secondary emission coefficients. 

One other possibility is that coating the wall with an insulator (Si02) could modify 
the plasma potentials in the source, thereby modifying ion confinement times. Less 
probable is that the charge exchange between the wall and ions is suppressed by the 
coating. The suppression of the copper background in the plasma also will improve the 
production of high charge states (inverse gas mixing effect), but the copper background 
seems too small to significantly affect the oxygen charge state distribution. Further 
investigation of this effect is necessary before the mechanism can be clarified. 

Conclusion 

The LBL ECR source, like other ECR source operating with cyclotrons, has proved 
to be a very flexible and remarkably reliable device. By studying its performance over 
extended periods of operation, it is possible to observe subtle effects such as the "silicon 
effect." In one sense the infrequent breakdowns afford a chance to make alterations and 
explore their effect on source performance. 
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Table 1 

LBL ECR Source Parameters 

Parameter Maximum Typical 

Magnetic field 
On axis 4.2 kG 3.5 kG 
MirrorRatio 1.3-2.0 1.6 
Sextupole at wall 3.1 kG 2.7 kG 
Magnet power 110 kW 30 kW 

Microwave Power 
Injector at 10.3 GHz 	1.0 kW 	0.150 kW 
Main Stage 6.4 GHz 	3.0 kW 	0.300 kW 

Vacuum 	 Base 	 Typical 
Injector (ECR zone) 	lx 10 Ton 	3x10 4  Ton 
Injector Vacuum Chamber 	lx 10 Ton 	8x10 6  Ton 
Main Stage 	 <1x10 7  Ton 	6x1ft7  Ton 
Extraction 	 <1x10 7  Ton 	<lxlO 7Ton 

Extraction Geometry 
Plasma Electrode Hole 	8 mm dia 	8 mm dia 
Puller Hole 	 10 mm dia 	10 mm cia 
Gap 	 10-35mm 	30mm 
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Table 2 
Currents for the LBL ECR: Hydrogen through Silicon 

Q I 'H 3He UC 	14N 	160 	19F 	20Ne 24Mg 28Si 

300 	300 	27 82 118 
2 200 	37 117 143 43 51 32 20 
3+ * 106 152 55 63 34 33 
4+ 31 110 * 53 78 28 69 
5+ 6.5 93 96 37 58 44 72 
6 19 82 17 45 34 47 
7 14 11 21 18 30 
8 0.95 1 11 8 17 
9+ 0.05 1.1 6.3 7 
10 0.04 2.2 2.7 
11 0.1 0.5 
12 0.2 

All currents in etA measured at 10 kV extraction voltage. 
* Indicates not measured because a mixture of two ions with identical charge to mass 
ratios were present. 
Natural isotopic abundance source feeds were used except for 3He and 22Ne10 . 
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Table 3 
Currents for the LBL ECR: Sulfur through Bismuth 

Q 	32 S 39K 	40Ar 40Ca 48Ti 84Kr 1271 	129Xe 209Bi 

3+ 10 4 38 23 
4+ * 4.5 82 24 
5 20 5 * * 

6 * 8.5 60 37 9 
7 63 11 66 38 2.4 12 
8 * 18 106 36 * 22 
9 36 37 72 31 12 25 4.1 

* 22 * * 10 22 4.2 4.7 
11+ 5 12 18 22 8 19 4.9 5.1 
12 * .2.4 13 11 * * 57 5.2 
13 .4 5 3.2 1 21 7.5 5.2 
14 * 1.4 1.1 * 8.5 5 
15 .001 * * 16 11 4.3 
16 0.03 0.03 8 * 4.6 
17 -'-  7 12 4.3 
18 * 15 4.4 
19 -'-  2 15 4.8 
20 0.9 14 4.8 
21 * * 4 2.2 
22 -'-  0.1 11 3. 2.6 
23 10 3. 3.1 
24 8.3 2. 3.7 
25 5.6 2 3.6 
26 2.1 1. * 

27 0.83 0.3 3 
28 0.2 2.5 
29 -'-  0.05 1.6 
3O 0.009 * 

31 0.56 
32 -'-  0.26 
33+ 0.1 
34+ 0.05 
All currents in eiA measured at 10 kV extraction voltage. 
* Indicates not measured because a mixture of two ions with identical charge to mass 
ratios were present. 
Natural isotopic abundance source feeds were used. 
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Table 4 

Minimum diameter to wavelength for propagation of circular waveguide modes 

Mode DA Mode D/X 
TE1,1 0.586 TM3 , 1 2.031 
TM0,1 0.786 TE5,1 2.042 
TE2,1 0.972 TE2,2 2.135 

1.219 TM1,2 2.233 
TM1,1 1.219 TE6,1 2.388 
TE3,1 1.337 TM4,1 2.415 
TM2,1 1.635 TE3,2 2.552 

1.695 TE1,3 2.717 
TE1,2 1.697 TM0,3 2.755 

TM0,2 1.757 

Table 5 

Maximum secondary emission yield for various elements and compounds 13  

Element 8max Compound ömax 

C 	(graphite) 1.0 CaO 2.2 
(soot) 0.45 Cu02 1.2 

Cu 1.3 Si02 2.1to4 
Fe 1.3 
Mg 0.95 
Nb 1.2 
Ni 1.3 
Si 1.1 
Ta 1.3 
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To ECR local 
gas panel 

To Roughing 
Pump 

To ECR local 
gas panel 

Gas Handling System for the LBL ECR 	
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ECR Local Gas Panel 

3 Way Valves 
ECR 1st ' 

High Voltage 
/ Shield 

ECR2 
Stage 

-*.----- leak valves 

.- Swagelock quick connectors 
______________________from upper manifold 

from lower manifold 
from local bottle 

from flammable gas system 

 

Source gas bottles with regulators 
XBL 8712-5322 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the gas handling system for the LBL ECR. 
It is designed for flexibility and to make rapid changes possible. 



Plasma Chamber Geometry for the LBL ECR 
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XBL 8712-5323 

Fig. 3. A cross sectional view of the the plasma chamber in the LBL 
ECR. It is presently operating without the copper screens shown here 
between the bars. 
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